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Abstract

The following case study on English, French, and German penny magazines from the 1830s aims to make visible a mostly overlooked way of producing and diffusing knowledge—not least ethnographic knowledge—in early illustrated magazines. By investigating an example of trading stereotyped wood engravings between England, France, and Germany, the present paper retraces the development of a periodical-specific international verbal-visual syntax which was triggered by the emergence of illustration. It retraces how magazine makers learned within a few months to give meaning to illustrated periodicals’ layout, to the arrangement of thematically heterogeneous articles’ letterpress and images on a double-page spread—and how they used the semanticized mise-en-page of their magazines’ openings to express international connections and tensions. Thus, the page design of illustrated periodicals turns out to be a means of an implicit ethnography, an instrument to render the profile of the own nation, ἔθνος, readable and visible by γραφή, by printed writing and wood-engraved drawings.
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The present paper sets out to demonstrate that, immediately upon its emergence in the early 1830s, the new media format of the illustrated magazine was used to produce ethnographic knowledge. Certainly, at first sight it might seem not necessary to prove this: Leafing through early illustrated penny magazines from England, France, and Germany, reader-viewers are confronted with accounts, for example, on Bushmen and Hottentots in Southern Africa, Neapolitan maccaroni-eaters, the Charrua in Brazil, or Hindu festivals. The considerable frequency of ethnographic subjects in these periodicals is obvious, and consequently, scholars have stated their relevance. However, I will not focus on such explicitly ethnographic statements but on a specific type of implicit ones, namely on ethnographic connotations of layout strategies in these early illustrated magazines, i.e. on the placing of images and letterpress together on a page (or rather on a double-page spread) as a comment on the relationship between certain nations. In other words: my task is to show that in its visibility, the illustrated text of these periodicals, i.e. on the placing of images and letterpress together on a page (or rather on a double-page spread) as a comment on the relationship between certain nations. In other words: my task is to show that in its visibility, the illustrated text of these periodicals, as a print combining typeset text and wood engraving, can (and perhaps even should) be read-viewed as an act of drawing a nation’s profile.

As such, the following case study has a methodological aim when investigating a characteristic example of the connections between the London Penny Magazine, the Paris Magasin Pittoresque, and the Leipzig Pfennig-Magazin. Asking how (print-)medial frames shape knowledge—here: inter-national ethnographic knowledge—, we have to consider basic paratextual features in the respective documents; amongst others, as I want to argue, we have to examine closely the extent to which the visual appearance of the printed page as a designed surface, usually ignored by scholarship, contributes to the text’s message. Sometimes, the visual design of the page or opening (by which I refer to the double-page spread, also further in the course of the paper) may even constitute this message, and this is quite commonly the case in the first years of the first illustrated magazines. Due to the international situation in terms of producing wood-engraved illustrations, a well-planned layout was, especially in Germany, a privileged mode of verbal-visual communication—not least when producing and spreading a certain kind of ethnographic knowledge.

Rule Britannia?
The Emergence of Pictorial ›Illustration‹ in the 1830s

An ›illustration,‹ as the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary puts it, is ›a drawing or picture in a book, magazine, for decoration or to explain something‹. This meaning of the term is a rather recent one, arising in the second third of the nineteenth century. At this time, it became technically possible to publish plenty of images, printed together with letterpress, in high circulation weekly periodicals. The first of these periodicals, the London Penny Magazine, was launched in 1832, and by 1836, the total circulation of this media type in Europe and America was already in the millions. Almost overnight, reader-viewers were confronted with a flood of printed texts containing many wood engravings—so that, in consequence, the meaning of ›illustration‹ shifted from ›verbal explanation‹ to ›equipment of printed texts with images of solid quality in a quantitatively new way: new in terms of both the high number of pictures in printed texts and the high circulation of these image-heavy prints‹.

With the emergence of ›illustration‹ as we know it today, triggered by xylographically equipped magazines, the early nineteenth century saw a stunning media revolution, and Britain self-confidently exhibited her merits as the first, and (until the mid-1830s) leading producer of illustrated texts. In 1833, the Penny Magazine proudly (and maliciously) states that ›the art of wood-cutting is imperfectly understood in France and Germany;«, however excellent France and Germany may be in other branches of engraving, they have at present scarcely any woodcutters amongst them. Regarding Germany, this is, alas, quite right; just compare John Jackson’s engraving—the Penny Magazine celebrates him as ›one of the best wood-cutters of our day‹—of Strasbourg Cathedral in the Penny Magazine (fig. 1a) with the Pfennig-Magazin’s deplorable depiction of Ulm Minster (fig. 1b) which clumsily imitates the pictorial strategies of the English wood engraver. There is, indeed, as the Penny Magazine won-
fig. 1a  Strasbourg Cathedral. Wood engraving, drawing and engraving by John Jackson; signed «JACKSON» in the lower left corner. 
*Penny Magazine* 2, no. 88 (August 17, 1833): 313; type area ca. 25.4 cm × 15.3 cm. Early copy, formerly in the library of the English Book Society Hanover (Germany); author’s collection.

fig. 1b  Ulm Minster. Wood engraving, signed «Finckh» in the lower right corner. 
*Pfennig Magazin* 1, no. 39 (January 25, 1834): 305; type area ca. 24.9 cm × 15.2 cm. Early copy, formerly in the Stadt-Bibliothek Breslau/Königliche und Universitäts-Bibliothek Breslau (Wrocław); Theodor Springmann-Stiftung, Heidelberg.
ders, »a singular contrast to the state of things in Germany soon after the invention of printing,« a gap between the present and the epoch of »Albert Durer, […] Wohlgemuth […]«, and […] Holbein.»20 By these artists »wood-engraving was carried to a perfection which it subsequently lost till its revival in our own country, by Bewick.«21

But glorious Britain provides a helping hand: »We sell, therefore,« the makers of the *Penny Magazine* declare, »to France and Germany casts of our wood-cuts, at a tenth of what it would cost them to have them re-engraved. These countries are thus enabled to produce their ›Magasin Pittoresque‹ and their ›Pfenig-Magazin.«22 Not everybody, however, appreciates this patronizing generosity; the *Sonntags-Magazin* (although itself a mere imitation of a French illustrated weekly, of the *Musée des Familles*) criticizes the *Pfennig-Magazin* as »a rather dull copy of English journals,«23 as a »in some sense parodistic imitation of foreign originals«24—and the makers of the *Pfennig-Magazin* do not reject these reproaches but promise that »they will eagerly strive to give a more and more national character to this periodical.«25 Obviously, the emergence of »illustration«, the abundant use of wood engravings in magazines in the 1830s, is a matter of national (or inter-national) concern, a matter of national pride for some and humiliation for others; it opens a course where Germany (as well as France) has to keep pace with other countries, especially with Britain. And so one might ask how it was possible, in the 1830s, to run an illustrated German »National-Magazin«—as well the *Sonntags- and the Pfennig-Magazin*—printed most of its illustrations from type metal copies of foreign wood engravings, from stereotypes imported from abroad?

Paradoxically, the almost total dependence of German illustrated magazines on foreign materials opened the way to a sort of »national« page design. Transnational stereotype trading opened a field of experimentation: allowing refined rearrangements of illustrated texts borrowed from abroad, migrating stereotypes pushed forward the development of a new image/letterpress syntax in illustrated texts; they pushed forward a development which was not at least driven by attempts of the borrowers of stereotypes to surpass the layout solutions of the providers of these casts. Thus, by stereotype trading the double-page spread of illustrated periodicals became a fundamental unit of innovative verbal-visual design and communication that also served national self-assurance. When, due to migrating stereotypes, letterpress and wood engravings begin to interact in openings of illustrated magazines across the borders of single pages and articles, these interactions should be read-viewed not least as part of an Anglo-French-German competition in which German magazine makers in particular skilfully turned, in a way, foreign leaden stereotypes into »national stereotypes«.

### The Periodical’s Fear of Its Textual Dynamics

#### Layout-Tamed Wild Cattle in the *Penny Magazine*

To make this point of view persuasive, I would like to retrace the migration of wild Italian cattle, by means of stereotypes, from London to Leipzig via Paris in early illustrated magazines. In August 1832, the London *Penny Magazine* featured an article on the miserable working conditions in the Italian region of Maremma (fig. 2).27 This account, with its two wood engravings, occupies almost the entire double-page spread—that begins to acquire compositional relevance, although at first sight the visual appearance of the illustrated text seems to be due to a benchmark independent of visual design strategies. The position of the xylographic images is defined by the article's extent, they mark its beginning and ending, they frame it and thus present it as a whole. This logocentric operation runs counter to the illustrations' iconic dimension as the depiction of violent dynamics—the wood engravings show involuntary movement of the wild cattle—is contrary to the static framing function of the images. This tension seems to be well calculated: at the top of the left-hand page, two cows are driven leftwards, towards the page's margin where they cannot continue their stampede. Thus, the catchers drive the cows to the left column of letterpress, to the beginning of the article which »catches« the animals by visual and verbal depiction. Accordingly, the ox in the foreground
turns its head rightwards, against the direction of escape: at the beginning of the account, corresponding to our direction of reading-viewing the illustrated text, it looks at its subjugated colleagues at the article’s ending, which are driven, as it were, against the dividing line between the typeset text’s columns. Thus, the dynamics of the iconically depicted objects are inhibited by letterpress on the physical surface of the opening: While the account tells that und shows how wild cattle is driven into towns to be sold there, the Penny Magazine does something similar through its layout, namely verbal-visually subduing the article’s untamed subject to be sold in the city of London (and elsewhere).

And yet, this appealing verbal-visual composition is rather cautious in terms of the young illustrated magazine’s potential: not only the dynamic in the movement of the wild oxen are curbed here, but also the specific dynamics of the periodical. Framed by its illustrations, the Maremma article is anxiously presented as self-contained, as a text secured against its thematically heterogeneous surroundings, and as a text which does not, with the inward-looking motion of its wood engravings, unfold verbal-visual dynamics which might intrude into the territory of neighboring texts. This quite static textual constellation becomes more lively when the Magasin Pittoresque imports the Italian cattle from England in March 1833 by means of stereotypes. On this occasion, the Paris counterpart of the Penny Magazine unfolds the illustrated periodical’s opening as a design unit

fig. 2  ‘The Labourers of Europe.—No. 2.’ Penny Magazine 1, no. 24, (August 18, 1832): 196–97; type area ca. 25.4 cm × 15.3 cm. Wood engravings without signature. Early copy, formerly in the library of the English Book Society Hanover (Germany); author’s collection.
that displays interactions of different texts in the miscellaneously organized magazine.

**Unfolding the Animal Vigor of the Periodical’s Text on the Periodical’s Unfolded Opening**

**The Mise-en-Page of the Wild Cattle in the *Magasin Pittoresque***

In the *Magasin Pittoresque*, the considerably abridged Maremma account does not take up almost the entire opening, but just a little more than the right-hand page, where the two wood engravings from the *Penny Magazine* are placed one below the other (fig. 3).\(^2\) This concentration of images opens a space of effect for the physical commotion depicted by the two illustrations. Unlike in the *Penny Magazine*, the movement of the reader-viewer’s eye from the left to the right, from the article’s beginning to its ending, does not dominate the act of reception. The *Magasin Pittoresque* does not aim at a reading-viewing which runs against the dynamics of the engravings and consequently progresses from the bigger image with its galloping cattle and horsemen to the smaller one and the moderate pace of the subjugated oxen driven by a man walking. On the contrary, in the French magazine the two illustrations at the right margin accumulate to create a leftwards-oriented aggressive pressure against the reading direction, and successfully so, for their movement, pointing beyond the limits of the Maremma ac-

---

\(^2\) See fig. 3: »Lutte de l’aigle à tête blanche et du faucon pêcheur.« (left-hand page, wood engraving without signature), and »Bœuf sauvage dans la Maremme.« (right-hand page) *Magasin Pittoresque* 1, no. 4 and 5 ([March 2 and 9, 1833]): 32–33; type area ca. 25.5 cm × 15.3 cm. Early copy, stamped issues (tax stamps ibid., 31 and 40); author’s collection, no digitized copy available.
count, is taken up on the left-hand page by a third illustration in another article (also borrowed from the Penny Magazine): the xylographic depiction of the white-headed eagle attacking the fish hawk renews the dynamics of the wild cattle by a similar aggressive impulse (fig. 3a).

The impact direction of the front horseman’s lance, together with the escape direction of the wild cattle top right, leads to the attacking white-headed eagle, which is related to cattle and catchers furthermore in terms of image composition: the oxen correspond to the head and the trunk of the eagle, while the lances form a counterpart to its wings. This link between the illustrations is complemented by a second one: the line marked by the cattle’s yoke in the engraving bottom right corresponds to the tilt of the succumbing fish hawk. The lines of twofold aggression, running from the page’s right margin leftwards towards each other, thus meet on the opposite page, in the pictorial composition of the raptors’ fight.

By means of this cooperation of illustrations across typematter and across the borders of articles and pages, the Magasin Pittoresque allows, unlike the Penny Magazine previously, to grasp the illustrated periodical’s opening, which was modeled by stereotype trading, as a design unit typical of this media format. Stereotype trading allowed French magazine makers a deliberate rearrangement of English wood engravings and thus the creation of a convincing opening layout, superior to their British predecessors. Superior, because when the Magasin Pittoresque arranges together heterogeneous illustrated articles on the magazine’s opening.
on the opening’s surface, it successfully deals with the illustrated magazine’s thematically heterogeneous and miscellaneous organization, which seems to have been a problem for the makers of the *Penny Magazine*. In other words: the *Magasin Pittoresque* here uses the double-page spread as a unit of a new verbal-visual syntax, characteristic for the new genre of the illustrated magazine.

Let us just compare once again the British and the French magazine. Framing the Maremma account by illustrations, the *Penny Magazine* makes the article’s letterpress visible as an extensive plain of typeset text that impedes the dynamics of the wood engraved depictions; the typeset columns in front of the illustration on the right-hand side thwart the cattle, the oxen are driven against the dividing line. To achieve this semantization of the optical quality of the typeset text—it expresses violence against the cattle less by its explicit meaning than implicitly by its visibility—it is not necessary to combine thematically heterogeneous articles, but doing so proves to be more effective. The *Magasin Pittoresque* also models typeset text in its visibility as an obstacle that heightens the intensity of the xylographic depictions—but as an obstacle overcome by the force of illustrations belonging to diverse articles (fig. 3b). Across the gutter, through a gap between the blocks of type matter that is, at the same time, a gap between different articles, the dynamics of the upper wood engraving tilted to the downside make a breakthrough—corresponding thus to the ‚cataract of

![Image](image_url)

»Eine Corvette.« (left-hand page, the drawer’s and the engraver’s signatures at the bottom of the wood engraving have been removed, cf. fig. 6), and »Wie man wildes Rindvieh in den Maremmen forttreibt.« (right-hand page) *Pfennig-Magazin* 1, no. 4 (May 25, 1833): 28–29; type area ca. 25.0 cm × 15.1 cm. Early copy, formerly in the Stadt-Bibliothek Breslau/Königliche und Universitäts-Bibliothek Breslau (Wrocław); Theodor Springmann-Stiftung, Heidelberg.
Niagara, whose waters make their way over cliffs while on its banks the white-headed eagle attacks the fish hawk.

This way, the makers of the *Magasin Pittoresque*, inferior at this time to their British colleagues in terms of manufacturing wood engravings, use stereotype trading to present their magazine as favorable as possible in comparison with the *Penny Magazine*—they even surpass their British model by designing a ›real‹ magazine double-page spread. The *Magasin Pittoresque*‘s illustrated opening shows how to use the new concurrence of images and letterpress on the same page not only to present a single article as self-contained, but to transform the magazine-specific heterogeneity of verbal-visual materials into a meaningful whole. Thus, stereotype trading pushes forward the development of a media specific verbal-visual syntax of the new illustrated

magazine, interwoven with economic competition on the young market of illustrated periodicals, and with national sensitivities.

I admit here is good reason to doubt my reading-viewing of the *Magasin Pittoresque*‘s double-page spread: the focused opening consists of an issue’s last page and of the first page of the following number. How to make plausible that these two pages were designed and viewed-read as a significant whole? First, the *Magasin Pittoresque*, unlike the *Penny Magazine* or the *Pfennig-Magazin*, tries to disguise the interface between its issues and aims at a homogeneous appearance. There is—for the first time in the periodical’s run—no masthead with more or less detailed information on the magazine’s price and on the conditions of subscription; just an inconspicuous imprint at the bottom of the verso and the issue’s number in the slightly heightened running title of the
recto page reveal that this opening combines two issues of the magazine. So why not dealing with this opening as one designed surface then? All the more, and secondly, as there were actually reader-viewers who grasped the opening with the two raptors and the Italian cattle as a meaningful whole: the makers of the Leipzig Pfennig-Magazin.

French Layout of British Words and Images under German Rule
The Arrival of the Wild Oxen in the Pfennig-Magazin

In 1832/33, French magazine makers might have been behind their British colleagues in terms of manufacturing wood engravings; German magazine makers however were far behind both their British and their French competitors (if you remember the awkward image of Ulm Minster). So why should German reader-viewers, familiar with the Penny Magazine and the Magasin Pittoresque, take notice of the Pfennig-Magazin? Because they could find there openings like the one shown in fig. 4—a stunningly well-calculated rearrangement of stereotypes which surpasses the opening layout of the Magasin Pittoresque which had, for its part, surpassed the opening layout of the Penny Magazine.

At first glance we see that the Italian cattle, reaching Leipzig, is placed à la française on the page, or better: on the opening. The illustrations occupy almost the same position as they did in the Magasin Pittoresque (cf. fig. 3); hence, in the Pfennig-Magazin they also exert pressure from the right, and this leftwards-oriented impulse is taken up by a third illustration which belongs to another article—a feature which also follows the model of the Magasin Pittoresque. The third engraving, however, doesn’t show the raptors’ fight, but a corvette sailing in bad weather, only the storm jib set, before the raging wind by which it is driven to the left. The raging wind’s force is made visible by the illustrated opening, as on the opposite page wild oxen are driven to the left—towards the ship, to which the two aggression lines of the animals’ depiction point, as they did in the Magasin Pittoresque to the eagle and the fish hawk (fig. 4a). The yoke points to the corvette; corresponding to the subjugated oxen (and the attacked fish hawk), the ship has been inclined by the heavy gale—its violence is symbolized by the impact direction of the front horseman’s lance and the cattle’s escape direction: both point, according to this metaphorization, to the corvette’s rigging, where all sails are stricken in order to minimize the targets for the wind. Hence, driving the cattle makes the invisible force of the wind, driving the ship, visible on the surface of the periodical’s illustrated opening. By suggesting friction between the dynamics of the oxen images and the static letterpress, the violent dynamics of the wood engravings are transmitted to the corvette. It is the interaction of images and typeset text that makes the force of the storm optically perceptible; if the opening were empty apart from the images, their arrangement wouldn’t produce this effect.

The Magasin Pittoresque’s well-calculated opening is not just copied by the Pfennig-Magazin, but deliberately varied in an analogous way. This shows, almost incontestably I hope, that the Leipzig magazine makers knew to readview the opening layout of the French periodical as a semanticized whole—and it indicates that we may cautiously assume that the international contemporary audience of illustrated magazines generally had this competence. But the German adaptation of the French opening layout shows even more, it shows that the Pfennig-Magazin’s makers recognized the French layout solution as a surpassing of the Penny Magazine’s mise-en-page.

However, the main source of the German version of the Maremma article is not the Magasin Pittoresque: while the structure of the opening’s visual design with its dynamic effects was borrowed from Paris, the stereotypes are of London origin, and the article’s verbal part is a partial translation of the Penny Magazine’s account. Hence, the Pfennig-Magazin provides a hybrid by which it handles over the content of the British model to the form of its French counterpart: a hint for reader-viewers to fix their eyes on the French textual architecture as a surpassing of the English layout.

At this stage, we still haven’t fully exhausted the compositional refinement of the Pfennig-Magazin’s opening. When its version of the Maremma article gives preference to the Magasin Pittoresque over the Penny Magazine, it
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of Rouen Cathedral adapt the tripartite vertical orientation of the doorway with its gable flanked by two pinnacles. And in a similar way, the corvette’s ‘three masts’⁴⁸ which are explicitly mentioned in the text as a characteristic of this type of ship, also show a similarity to the three peaks above the church door (fig. 6a)—another demonstration of power by accomplished French layout in contrast to that of the Penny Magazine.

These analogs of image composition did not escape the makers of the Pfennig-Magazin. As in the case of the wild cattle and the raptors, the assembling of cathedral and corvette is not copied, but varied, namely by deliberately replacing the depictions of Rouen Cathedral by that of the oxen. This might appear strange, but let us look once again at the opening of the Pfennig-Magazin (fig. 4b). Here the oxen show, the article tells us, very large horns,⁴⁹ and, as we can see in the illustrations, the peaks of these horns are ostentatiously protruding upwards; this forms a counterpart to the masts of the corvette, all the more as the horns of the cattle on the image top right, similar to the masts of the ship, are tied by a rope. In this way, the animals’ images compensate for the omission of those of the church. Hence, they produce not just a varied imitation, but a surpassing of the Magasin Pittoresque’s opening design: the French double-page spread shows a rigid vertical orientation by which the raging dynamics of the ship’s depiction are inhibited; the storm-driven corvette is compositionally anchored on an immobile building. This inconsistency is removed in

---

⁴⁸ “three masts”
⁴⁹ “very large horns”
the Pfennig-Magazin by rearranging and varying the foreign image ensemble: driving horned cattle mirrors the drive of the ship, the stereotype in motion sets in motion the French corvette by an impressively complex interaction of wood engravings and letterpress on the German double-page spread.

As the previous elaborations show, it is certainly worth retracing the path of wild Italian cattle across the European media landscape of the 1830s. The oxen’s ›migration‹ from London to Leipzig via Paris offers the chance to grasp an important process in illustration and thus in media history: the emergence of a new international verbal-visual syntax, in just a few months, in the new media format of the illustrated magazine, driven by migrating stereotypes. This process proves to be not just a phenomenon of aesthetics and/or semiotics, but also a result of economic competition on the magazine market, and, at the same time, a contribution to the formation of national identity in France and Germany. Reused as integral parts of intriguingly complex opening layouts, trans-nationally migrating stereotypes became, to a certain extent, ›national stereotypes‹ in Paris and especially in Leipzig. Thus, early illustrated periodicals teach us that nation-building takes place even on the surface of inconspicuous illustrated magazine openings where printing techniques, compositional skills, and economical interests turn out to be instruments of a kind of ›ethno-graphy‹, of a way to render the profile of a nation, of an ἔθνος, readable-viewable by γραφή, by means of printed writing and wood-engraved drawings.\textsuperscript{50}
The relevance of the quantitative aspect for the development of machines producing large amounts of paper; and the further development of stereotyping, which allowed to print several solid quality copies of a text with wood engravings at the same time on machine-made paper by high-speed printing machines. On this complex topic see Beck, *Wie frühe illustrierte Journale (nicht) über sich Auskunft geben*, 50–52. Hanebutt-Benz, *Studien zum deutschen Holzstich im 19. Jahrhundert*, 687–90. Mainardi, *Nineteenth-Century Illustrated Print Culture*, 73.


13 The relevance of the quantitative aspect for the coming up of the current meaning of »illustration« should not be underrated; it is rather unlikely that a semantic change of the term had occurred if the production of printed texts with no or only few images remained the general rule.

14 *Commercial History of a Penny Magazine.— No. III*, 471.

15 *Commercial History of a Penny Magazine.— No. II*, 421.

16 Ibid., 420.

17 See *Strasburg Cathedral*, 313. Jackson’s wood engraving was reprinted by the *Magasin Pittoresque* 2, no. 9 ([March 1, 1834]): 69, and by the *Pfennig-Magazine* 1, no. 49 (April 5, 1834): 388.—The issue used for reproduction (like most numbers in the *Penny Magazine’s* first two volumes of this provenance) had been obviously folded.
before becoming part of a bound volume. This might indicate that the Hanover copies do not provide later reprints by volumes (in which cases issues were not, as far as I see, folded for postal delivery or storage) but probably early, perhaps even the first printed issues sold in 1832/33. This presumption is supported by the fact that no. 32 is missing in the first Hanover volume, without apparent damage to the volume’s binding. Furthermore, there are remains of paper wrappers in the gutter (for example vol. 1, 168–69, 208–9, 296–97, and 344–45; vol. 2, 208–9 and 248–49) by which the entire volume is still divided into the monthly parts to which the North German reader-viewers probably subscribed.

18 See »Der Dom zu Ulm,« 305. The illustration is signed »Finckh« in the lower right corner. On this wood engraver (whose first name seems to be unknown), see Hanebutt-Benz, Studien zum deutschen Holzstich im 19. Jahrhundert, 699, 733, and 1038.

19 The light-dark contrast on the Swabian cathedral’s forecourt is intended to give depth to the image—but there is not, as in Jackson’s engraving, a clear succession of darker foreground and brighter middle ground; instead, we see a rather ineffective bright spot of puzzlingly irregular shape. Similarly, the houses in the lower right corner of the German illustration are also expected to simulate spatial depth but fail to produce this impression, for they do not present their fronts, as the buildings we see to the left of Strasbourg Cathedral do, in a significantly oblique view. Finally, people in front of Ulm Minster, as their counterparts in the Penny Magazine, are meant to give life to the church’s depiction—but this personal staffage consists of clumsily coarse stick figures that are anxiously placed on the white sections of the forecourt: The German wood-engraver, obviously being limited in his skills, avoided the difficulties to work out figures against a dark background. Furthermore, the proportions of these figures are incorrect; the rider in front of the church gate appears too small in relation to the pannier-carrying walking figure beneath him.

20 »Commercial History of a Penny Magazine.—No. II,« 420–21.
21 Ibid., 420.
22 »Commercial History of a Penny Magazine.—No. III,« 471. Italics and blackletter in original.
23 »Eine […] etwas matte Kopie der englischen Journale.« »Unsern geehrten Abonnenten und dem Publikum, verso of the volume’s title page.
24 »Gleichsam […] parodierende Nachahmung[ ] ausländischer Originale.« Ibid.
25 »Ihr eifrigsten Bestreben dahin rhythm, dieser Zeitschrift immer mehr einen nationalen Charakter […] zu geben.« »An die Leser,« 625. Spaced-out words in original.
26 See National-Magazin 1 (1834); ceased publication with this volume.
27 »Labourers of Europe.—No. 2,« 196–97.
28 »The following cut, as well as the head of this article, represents the mode of driving cattle to the towns.« Ibid., 197.

29 See »Bœuf sauvage dans la Maremme,« 33.—Collating all copies of the Magasin Pittoresque’s first seven livraisons available to me until now, I figured out that over the years, these issues were published in no less than nine (at least slightly differing) versions, at least as far as I can tell. The figures in this paper, reproducing pages of the magazine’s stamped issues (livraisons timbrées) which were sold weekly in 1833, show the earliest version.

30 See »White-Headed or Bald Eagle,« 245.
31 »Cataracte du Niagara.« »Lutte de l’aigle à tête blanche et du faucon pêcheur,« 32.
32 The visual design of the Magasin Pittoresque’s very first page adapts the look of the very first page of the Penny Magazine; cf. Magasin Pittoresque 1, no. 1 ([February 9], 1833): 1, and Penny Magazine, no. 1. This »branding« shows that the makers of the new periodical expected their reader-viewers to be familiar with the Penny Magazine; see Beck, Wie frühe illustrierte Journale (nicht) über sich Auskunft geben, 14 and 31.

33 See the title pages of the Magasin Pittoresque’s first five numbers, of the magazine’s stamped issues, which were sold weekly in 1833. From this very first edition, the title pages of the not stamped issues, sold monthly in 1833, differ slightly (at least in my copy). See and cf. Magasin Pittoresque 1 (1833), livraisons timbrées and livraisons non timbrées, 1, 9, 17, 25, and 33; author’s collection, no digitized copies available.

34 The visual design of the Pfennig-Magazin’s...
very first page quotes the appearance of both the Penny Magazine’s and the Magasin Pittoresque’s very first page; cf. Pfennig-Magazin 1, no. 1 (May 4, 1833): 1, Penny Magazine 1, no. 1 (March 31, 1832): 1, and Magasin Pittoresque 1, no. 1 ([February 9,] 1833): 1. Thus, we may conclude that the makers of the Pfennig-Magazin assumed that their reader-viewers also read-viewed the Penny Magazine and the Magasin Pittoresque; these were sold by the Pfennig-Magazin’s editor at Leipzig, see Intelligenz-Blatt zum Pfennig-Magazin, no. 4 (December 21, 1833): [1] and [3–4]—and they were bought in Germany, as my copies of the first volumes of the Penny Magazine show, carrying engraved bookplates of the English Book Society Hanover. See furthermore Beck, Wie frühe illustrierte Journale (nicht) über sich Auskunft geben, 10–15.

At least two versions of this issue can be figured out. In the copy reproduced here, the left column’s last line on the right-hand page reads »16 Groschen. Auch bekommen sie während dieser Zeit«, whereas in other copies we find »Die Schnitter verdingen sich auf 11 bis 12, ja bis « (author’s collection; copy of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich, see https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/de/view/bsb10531975?page=40,41, last accessed July 4, 2021). The latter version I found solely—at least until now—in copies of the 1834 fifth edition (author’s collection; copy of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich), whereas the former not only occurs in a fifth edition’s parallel version (copy of the Heinrich Heine-University, Düsseldorf, see https://digital.ub.uni-duesseldorf.de/ihd/periodical/pageview/9219130, last accessed July 4, 2021; copy of the University of Minnesota, see https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=umn.31951d00324578h&view=1up&seq=37, last accessed July 4, 2021) but also in the earlier 1st volume, 1st part (1st Band, 1st Abtheilung) published in 1833 (title page of the copy of the Theodor Springmann-Stiftung, Heidelberg, and of the reprint of the Pfennig-Magazin’s first volume, ed. Reinhard Kaiser, Nördlingen: Greno, 1985 (see https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=c oo.31924007352523&view=1up&seq=53, last accessed July 4, 2021).

The Pfennig-Magazin presents the image of the fight of the white-headed eagle and the fish-hawk, »[d]e[s] Kampf[es] des weißköpfigen Adlers und des Fischaars« already on the last page of the preceding issue—ostentatiously so, one is tempted to say. See »Der Kampf des weißköpfigen Adlers und des Fischaars«, 24.


»vor dem tobenden Winde« Ibid.

»Wilde Ochsen.« »Wie man wildes Rindvieh in den Maremmen forttreibt«, 29.

See, for example, the beginning of the German article: »Derjenige Theil von Italien, welcher von den Gebirgen von Genua bis an’s äußerste Ende Calabrins an’s mittelländische Meer stößt, und eine Länge von ungefähr 700 engl. M. beträgt, besteht, mit Ausnahme weniger Stellen, z. B. Neapel, wo sich Hügel und Berge zeigen, aus einem breiten Streifen flachen Landes, der sich von dem Strande des Meeres bis zur niedrigen Gebirgskette der Apenninen erstreckt. Diese Gegend heißt die Maremma [...]« »Wie man wildes Rindvieh in den Maremmen fort- treibt, « 28; spaced-out words in original. This corresponds precisely to the first sentences of the English article: »That part of Italy which borders the Mediterranean, from the mountains of Genoa to the extremity of Calabria, a length of about seven hundred miles, consists, except a few places, such as Naples, where hills intervene, of a broad stripe of flat country extending from the sea-shore to the lower ridges of the Apennine mountains. This region is called the Maremma.« »Labourers of Europe.—No. 2,« 196; small caps in original. The translation of »about seven hundred miles« by »ungefähr 700 englische Meilen« forms a kind of reference to the English source. By contrast, the French article starts in a different way; as well as the other verbal elements of the Maremma account in the Magasin Pittoresque, its first chapter has no exact equivalent, neither in the Penny Magazine nor in the Pfennig Magazine: »Dans les ouvrage de géographie, on désigne sous le nom de Maremme cette contrée du grand-duché de Toscane qui borde la mer Méditerranée; mais, en réalité, on doit aussi comprendre sous ce nom la campagne de Rome, car c’est partout la même nature.« »Beau sauvage dans la Maremme,« 33; italics in original.


»Papyrus,« 309.
43 »Rouen,« 308.
44 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
46 »Cathédrale de Rouen,« 12.
47 On the Arnouts’ (father and son) drawings for the *Magasin Pittoresque*, see Aurenche, Édouard *Charton et l’invention du ›Magasin pittoresque‹*, 2002: 174, 279–80, and 458; on Andrew, Best, and Leloir as important engravers for the *Magasin Pittoresque*, see ibid., 143, 175–76, 180, 283–84, and 285–89.
48 »trois mâts,« »Marine,« 11.
49 »sehr große Hörner,« »Wie man wildes Rindvieh in den Marenmen forttriebt,« 29.
50 Wood engraved illustration remained a field of international competition for the next decades, at least in Germany. See, for example, Schasler, *Die Schule der Holzschneidekunst*; with its repeated evaluative comparisons of English, French, and German wood engraved illustrations, this study presents a ranking similar to the above outlined proto- or crypto-nationalistically strained relations between the *Penny Magazine*, the *Magasin Pittoresque*, and the *Pfennig Magazin*: According to Schasler, French xylographic art surpasses the rather monotone English wood engravings, and German drawers, engravers and printers, if appropriately supported, could outdo both.
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